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who we are

Short Description: Unignorable is a full-funnel growth agency.


Industry: Marketing & Advertising.


Main Goal: Become the biggest marketing agency in the Balkans by 2025.



Reshape the marketing industry.

OUR purpose



To be the only growth agency our clients ever need.

Empower disruptive brands to become unignorable


in the era of distractions.

OUR VISION

OUR Mission



Unignorable (adjective) - unable to be ignored.


We strive to make our clients so good that they can’t be ignored in their target 

market.


We also strive to be unignorable as a leading growth agency.

Name meaning



This is what separates us from the competition�

��  that minimizes the risk of losing clients’ money long-term�

!�  that became uncommon in the marketing world�

�  of data-driven logic and creativity�

��  who truly desires massive success for our clients�

��  built by the high-performing team�

��  with fast idea-to-execution turnarounds and no bureaucracy.

Performance pricing

Full transparency

Perfect balance

Passionate partner

Strong agency culture

Agile teams

unique value proposition



A STRONG & CLEAR CULTURE

The Best Way For Unignorable To Thrive is



Our biggest asset is high-quality employees, therefore the best way for 

Unignorable to thrive and accomplish its main long-term goal is a strong and 

clear brand.


We only want to hire talented people who truly embody our values and are 

excited to be a part of a great company.

Strategy



Indicator of success: Unsolicited word of mouth is the #1 indicator that our 

customers are truly satisfied with the service and experience we provide.


Our Focus: Put clients first and deliver exceptional service; bigger earnings will 

come as a result.

Strategy



Our values exist to shape our ways of being and acting. If something doesn't 

match these values, it must be questioned.


When in doubt, consult our values. If your choices align with them, you’re making 

the right choices.


Ask yourself: Is my work aligned with my company culture?

real values



Vision


To be the only growth agency our clients ever need.

Mission


Empower disruptive brands to become unignorable in the era of distractions.

Tagline


Disrupt your competition!

THE UNIGNORABLE CORE VALUES

1. Excellence

2. Accountability

3. Transparency

4. Innovation

5. Collaboration

: We strive to deliver excellence at anything and everything we do.


: We hold ourselves accountable for our choices and results.


: We are proactively open and honest.


: We constantly raise the bar.


: We build synergy together.



We strive to deliver excellence at anything and everything we do.


As Aristotle noted 2,400 years ago, excellence is a habit. It takes the continuous 

effort of each team member to achieve excellence.


In an ever-changing market, becoming and staying excellent is a dynamic task. 

You have to constantly learn, improve and optimize; otherwise you’ll inevitably fall 

behind.


Keep asking yourself: How can my work be even better or more professional?

Excellence



Examples:


   ✓ Completing monthly training always on time.


   ✓ Honing your skills on your own.


   ✓ Operating with an extreme level of precision.


   ✓ Never turning anything less than 100% work done.


   ✓ Asking for more challenges and harder tasks.

Excellence



We hold ourselves accountable for our choices and results. We take responsibility 

and strive to honor the commitments we have made.


As a remote agency, all our team members are trusted to work without 

supervision and with minimal communications. 


This leaves us very open to abuse of remote working and/or minimal work 

requirements which pushes problems to others.

Accountability



Examples:


   ✓ Doing whatever it takes to hit deadlines.


   ✓ Not blaming SOPs for surface-level problems.


   ✓ Doing your tasks without being pushed to do them.


   ✓ Being accountable to yourself, even when no one is looking.


   ✓ When things don’t go as planned, proactively and on time reschedule  

deadlines and learn from your mistakes.........

Accountability



We are proactively open and honest - not just with clients, but amongst the team 

as well. Both are equally important.


We want team members who will speak up when they see a problem and let us 

know when we are failing to meet the values we have set forth.


We only want to express the truth, even if it’s unpleasant. That’s the only way to 

learn and grow.


Transparency in our work acts as an accountability mechanism.

Transparency



Examples:


   ✓ Telling team members what they are doing wrong.


   ✓ Allowing a client to always have a look at your work.


   ✓ Telling a client the truth even when something didn’t go as expected.


   ✓ Not making up excuses when the mistake is obviously yours.


   ✓ Letting a senior executive know that he failed to meet a certain value.

Transparency



We constantly innovate and raise the bar in order to deliver exceptional service.


Our goals are bold and ambitious. We can’t achieve them if we stay the same. We 

must be flexible and willing to change. We must come up with creative solutions 

all the time - both for clients and our agency.


True innovation is always a risk, but one we welcome.

Innovation



Examples:


   ✓ Creating SOPs based on insights and best practices.


   ✓ Trying and testing new software.


   ✓ Finding a more effective outreach tool.


   ✓ Analyzing market leaders to see what we can learn from them.


   ✓ Coming up with a creative and bold ad campaign for a client.

Innovation



We build synergy together - the whole much greater than the sum of its parts.


As a remote agency, the importance of collaboration is not as obvious as it would 

be in an office.


We can only achieve our goals if we all collaborate and work together - not just 

inside departments, but all across the entire company and with our clients as 

well.

Collaboration



Examples:


   ✓ Spotting and alerting team members of non-obvious problems.


   ✓ Taking someone's work or fixing a problem without being asked because it 

helps them.


   ✓ Making sure your work has no errors before being passed to your team.


   ✓ Trying to understand a client beyond just profits and genuinely help out.


   ✓ Starting an initiative with other team members to improve the Unignorable 

Process™.

........

........

Collaboration



At Unignorable, we promote based on {in order of importance}:


1. Needs. 

2. Alignment with our values. 

3. Skills. 

4. Attitude and willingness to improve.


We aim to promote people who are excited about our mission, vision and 

personify our values.


We would much rather have a person who matches our values and needs to be 

trained than a talented genius who works only for himself.

HIRING and promotions



Vision


To be the only growth agency our clients ever need.

Mission


Empower disruptive brands to become unignorable in the era of distractions.

Tagline


Disrupt your competition!

THE UNIGNORABLE CORE VALUES

1. Excellence

2. Accountability

3. Transparency

4. Innovation

5. Collaboration

: We strive to deliver excellence at anything and everything we do.


: We hold ourselves accountable for our choices and results.


: We are proactively open and honest.


: We constantly raise the bar.


: We build synergy together.


